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We researches and develops smart sound control solutions that filter noise and transmit and listen to voices using 
patented sound control technology. We are growing into a smart safety company that can build a safe work 
environment in a noisy environment and prevent hearing loss and accidents.

Noise-free Smart earplug phone (SHT-320)
Function and Usage : This product applies patented sound control technology and sound control 
algorithm. It is a noise-free sound transceiver technology product that separates human voices from 
noise, removes harmful noise, and allows the voice to be transmitted and heard. It provides user 
safety and convenience by making easy communication and preventing hearing loss by blocking 
harmful noise in noisy environment.
Marketing and Selling Points : Sound-cancelling voice listening is possible at the same time to 
prevent hearing loss and accidents, and wireless communication function allows for phone calls, 
music listening, and real-time conversation, fundamentally solving the problems with simple 
earplugs and earphones. 
*   Useful as it can be connected to a smartphone to communicate with noise-free voice.
*   Convenient for people with hearing loss as it features a noise-free hearing aid (noise removal + voice 

amplification).  
Noise-free sound transceiver (SHT-310)   
Function and Usage : This item is a new concept sound control transmitting and receiving device 
for users who need to communicate in noisy environments. It is a smart sounf device that uses 
patented sound control algorithm technology that separates noise from voice to remove noise while 
transmitting and listening to voice at the same time, allowing convenient communication without 
noise even while wearing earphones. 
Marketing and Selling Points : 
*   The two-way wireless communication function allows for phone calls, music listening, AI voice 

commands, and real-time conversation, which solves the problems of existing simple earphones, 
prevents accidents and hearing loss, and allows you to experience a safe and convenient living 
environment.

*   Can remotely control various functions without touching the earphones or smartphone. (Smart sound remote control 
function)

*   Small and slim design (16.g) allows for easy attachment and detachment anywhere (clothes, hat, band, mask, etc.), 
making it convenient to use.

*   Can communicate in noise-free voice by connecting your smartphone to wireless earphones and speakers in real time.
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